APPLICATION NOTE

READING ENGRAVED QR CODES ON TIRE SIDEWALLS
Cognex® readers meet the tough application requirement
of reading QR codes directly marked on the sidewalls of
tires. This capability offers advantages to manufacturers,
distributors, retailers, and customers at all stages of the life
cycle of the tire.
Automobile manufacturers have had systems in place to track and trace
parts and components for many years. However, it wasn’t until recently that
the rise of the internet and improvements in rubber laser marking technology
that manufacturers have started incorporating unique codes on tires. Adding
codes to tires offers many advantages:

Improves tire traceability
Reduces impact of product recalls
Captures quality information, such as tire uniformity
Improves customer communication about warranty
information and promotions

Simplifies fleet management
Helps organize inventory
Tracks usage
Prevents theft and product piracy with proof
of tire authenticity

Increases customer retention
Accesses warranty information and product specifications
Recommends suitable replacements
Simplifies online purchases

Emergence of QR codes on tire sidewalls
Engraving 2-D QR codes on tire sidewalls is an emerging method for tracking
and retrieving information about tires. The marking technology produces
a permanent, recessed code on the rubber surface that withstands wear and
tear and can be easily read by industrial-grade, image-based barcode readers.
QR codes are designed to contain a lot of information and are also more widely
recognized by consumers as something to scan for product information.

Unmatched barcode reading performance
Cognex image-based barcode readers quickly and reliably read 1-D and
2-D codes, including QR codes. They offer the highest read rates and can
be mounted at the plant for mass-utilization or used as handhelds for more
portable applications.
Cognex is the world’s most trusted vision company. With over one million
systems installed in facilities around the world and over thirty years of
experience, Cognex is solely focused on machine vision and image-based
industrial ID technology. Deployed by many of the world’s top manufacturers,
suppliers and machine builders, Cognex products ensure that manufactured
items meet the stringent quality requirements of each industry and traceability
efforts are met with the highest possible read rates
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The right solution for every application
The DataMan 363 and 503 series of fixed-mount readers are engineered to easily
adapt to every application on the factory floor. Cognex has designed solutions
which are pre-assembled and pre-focused for spinning tires, vulcanized tires,
finished tires traveling on a conveyor and many other applications throughout the
production of a tire.

Cognex’s DataMan ® 8500 series of handheld barcode readers is designed to
decode 2-D DPM codes with near and far integrated LED illumination. These
readers incorporate Cognex’s patented UltraLight® technology for superior image
formation on any mark type and surface. UltraLight illumination provides dark field,
bright field, and diffused lighting all in one electronically-controlled light.

Easy factory integration
DataMan fixed-mount and handheld readers support Ethernet, USB, and RS-232 communication without
the need for an external communication module. This makes installations easy and future upgrades less
expensive. As a network device, DataMan readers can be accessed from any terminal connected to the
network. DataMan readers are supported by the Cognex Connect™ suite of industrial Ethernet protocols,
including EtherNet/IP (with Add-On-Profile), PROFINET, Modbus/TCP, and MC Protocol. These protocols
provide easy communication into the factory network and are all built directly into the reader. The intuitive
DataMan software includes an easy-to-use interface for quick set up of all fixed-mount and handheld
DataMan readers and supports all models with a single software interface.
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Companies around the world rely on Cognex vision and ID to optimize quality, drive down costs and control traceability.
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